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By Michaela Keet, Heather Dianne Heavin
and John Lande
Litigation Interest and Risk Assessment fills a void
in the library of practice guides about assessment
of parties’ interests and risks in litigation. It is a
must-read for litigators and mediators who care
deeply about their clients and want to help them as
they struggle to deal with their problems through
the legal system. After reading this guide you will
be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recognize and avoid common decision-making
errors in litigation
Anticipate likely court outcomes more
accurately
Communicate with clients about what’s most
important to them in their case
Help clients make better decisions
Negotiate and mediate more effectively
Learn about technological tools to help make
decisions in litigation

Everyone involved in the settlement of lawsuits
should make use of this valuable resource loaded
with many practical illustrations and checklists.
Even the most experienced litigators will gain
valuable guidance for effective and ethical practice
of litigation and negotiation. This book also is very
relevant for corporate and government counsel and
executives, settlement conference judges, and law
school faculty and students.
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A splendid guide for lawyers,
judges, and mediators—clear,
thoughtful, thorough, and
grounded on extensive research,
experience, and insight.
I wish this had been available
a long time ago.”
LEONARD L. RISKIN, HARRIS H. AGNEW VISITING PROFESSOR OF
DISPUTE RESOLUTION, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY PRITZKER SCHOOL
OF LAW, AND CHESTERFIELD SMITH PROFESSOR EMERITUS, UNIVERSITY OF
FLORIDA LEVIN COLLEGE OF LAW
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